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STEP INTO

THE NEW

WAY OF

WORKING
#BEXLEYMEANSBUSINESS



HEY EVERYONE

WE HAVE AN

UPDATE FROM

THE TEAM

There are some changes at HQ

We're glad you were able to stay safe during lock down, we've been working tirelessly to
make sure The Engine House is stress free, safe and most of all trying to keep your new
day to day as normal as possible. 
 
Below are some changes to the building we need to let you know about, let's get started! 
 

More information can be found at www.enginehousebexley.co.uk



This i
s too 

close 
for

post C
OVID

19

WE NEED TO WORK 

TOGETHER TO KEEP

EVERYONE

SAFE AT WORK 
We completely understand that it is going to take

some time for everyone to adjust and get back

into the swing of things, but while in lock-down

we have been focused on consulting with local

authorities, our suppliers, service providers and

more to ensure The Engine House is as safe as

can be and ensure as much normality as

possible.

 

We are implementing new guidelines &

procedures for The Engine House outlining what

you should expect from us & also what we hope to

expect from you too.

These procedures will continually change as we

we receive updated information from Central

Government. 

 

Taking your first few steps back into The Engine

House may feel unfamiliar, uncomfortable and

even testing at times especially if you are

worrying about your own health and well-being

but be assured we are all strong together and we

can adjust and get back to normality, with just a

few extra procedures :)     

Over the last year our team has been working on

creating more of a community within The Engine

House, of course new social distancing

measures will impact on our team's work but we

hope that adopting new ways of working

(virtually) will enable us to offer as much of a

service as you had previously.

We are not looking to create a false sense of

normality but to remind everyone that we are in

this together and a community effort will play a

key role in making this transition as stress free as

possible and that our team is always here to help

if needed.

 

When you become a member of The Engine

House you don't just get an office, you become a

part of the family and the place is not the same

without you all, but the one ask we have from the

team is that you do everything you can to abide

by the new guidelines and share them with

anyone that works with you in the building. Also,

remember to say hello to a member of the team

when you next pop in (2 metres away of course).

Keep safe & keep looking out for yourself and each other.

David Purcell Building & Facilities Manager



KEEPING IT

CLEAN 

AND SAFE

For some peace of mind, we are

happy to confirm that the building will

undergo a deep clean of all

common/public areas.

 

The scope of work for our cleaners

will change to focus on touch points

such as door handles and lift buttons

making it safer for you to work within

the building.

Offices will only be hoovered once per

week, so be careful with your biscuit

crumbs

Place your bins by the door (inside to not

block the corridor) & make sure boxes are

flattened

Make sure to take dirty dishes home with

you

Always wash and sanitise your hands

regularly

You can help too!



Moving Around

The Engine House

The Engine House will be following social

distancing guidelines and have taken measures to

reduce the number of people moving around in our

common areas, walkways, meeting rooms & lifts.

We want to remind all members to always keep at

least 2 metres apart from each other at all times &

we'll have 2m social distancing signs around the

building to remind everyone. (We know this can be

difficult in some situations so please apply

common sense). 

 

Our team will be offering the same support as

before but with some slight changes, as much as

we love seeing you all we would like to keep any

enquiries to email instead of popping into our

office.

Lifts - only one permitted at a time and only for use

by those that cannot use stairs and or have heavy

loads

Atrium - flow route will be installed with line

markers in the middle space to retain social

distancing. Sofas to be removed from common

areas

Kitchens - maximum of 2 in space at any one time.

All chairs, tables and kitchen appliances have been

removed

Corridors - One way only

 2 Stairwells – one stairwell will be for going up and

the other stiarwell for going down regime will be

introduced with appropriate signage to demarcate

this. The disabled evac safe zone to wait until doors

are free to

Exit stairwell. In the event of a fire stairwells will be

both down only

Back door - Glass door so people can see if in use,

mark floor 2m waiting area if someone else is using

the door. Signage in place to advise use of door

Co Working doors - same as per back door rules

Post Room - One in one out lines on floor-

Businesses to only pick post a few times a day too

reduce footfall 

The strictest area will be the post room which will

operate 1 person at a time until further notice and

the kitchen areas will be limited to 2 persons at a

time. Please be patient respecting social distancing

guidlines as we wouldn't want any upset because

someone was taking too long to make a cup of tea :) 

PLEASE PAY ATTENTION

TO NEW SIGNAGE

*SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDELINES



Getting Your 

Office Space Ready

Just because you have 3 people in a small office,

don't panic, small changes can be made to make

sure you are working to the recommended

guidelines. Firstly make sure anyone you work

with is sanitising and does not come into the office

if they feel unwell.

Secondly, try working back to back or side to side

whenever possible which may require moving

some furniture around. If you still feel anxious

about yourself or staff please speak to a member

of the team and we'll see if we can help in any

way.

As you know you must maintain social distancing in the office.

Where the social distancing guidelines cannot be followed in full in relation to an activity, should

consider whether that activity needs to continue for your business to operate, and, if so, you need to

take all actions possible to reduce the risk of transmission between your staff.

Further increasing the frequency of hand washing and surface cleaning within your office

Keeping the activity time involved as short as possible

Using screens or barriers to separate people from each other

Reducing the number of people each person has contact with by using ‘fixed teams or partnering’ (so

each person works with only a few others)

The Engine House will help where possible businesses that may require extra support to operate safely,

please speak with one of the team. 

You should look to stagger start times of staff to reduce footfall around the morning, lunchtime and late

afternoon.

Follow the Covid-19 safe guidance around the building

We know you are aware of this already its just a helpful reminder of the new guidance within your office

 

 

 

Businesses have a responsibility to notify The Engine House management team in writing of any known

Covid-19 cases that have been in the centre including the areas of the building they have occupied and

moved around in

 

*SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDELINES



Our New Virtual Team
We are going to organise a virtual coffee morning for all members on the 16th of June, we

hope you can attend so keep an eye out for the invite as this will be the place to have any

questions answered!

 

Again we stress that if you have any questions, worries, tasks or need to speak to the team we

have our virtual receptionist on hand to help. We know everyone has probably had enough of

talking to computer screens for one lifetime :) but for a short while longer just walk up to the

front desk and talk to the screen if you need us.

 

Reminder
The Engine House & team have officially re branded YAY!! so you may now be receiving

emails from "example"@enginehousebexley.co.uk. Please check your spam folders and add

the new address as a contact to be able to receive all the latest updates from us. 

A bi
g hel

lo 

from 
all of

 the 
team

*SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDELINES


